
series | 6 Freestanding Freezer 161 
x 70 cm White GSN51DWDP

The NoFrost freezer with A++
+ and FreshSense: saves a lot – protects 
your frozen food with a constant 
freezing temperature.
- LED lighting:uniform and glare-free illumination of the cold room, 

with a long service life.
- Vario Zone:More flexibility thanks to glass shelves and drawers in 

the freezer that can be used in a variety of ways.
- NoFrost:never defrost again thanks to perfect protection against ice 

formation - that saves effort and time.
- BigBox freezer drawer:for stacking freezer 

containers or for large frozen goods.

Technical specifications

Energy efficiency class (EU 2017/1369): Average energy 
consumption in kilowatt hours per year (kWh/a) (EU 2017/1369):

Sum of the volume of the freezer compartments (EU 2017/1369): 
Airborne noise emissions (EU 2017/1369):
Airborne noise emission class (EU 2017/1369): 

Thermometer freezer compartment:

Lighting:
Product category:
Design:
Decorative frame/plate:
Frost Free System:
Device height (mm):
Device width (mm):
Device depth (mm):
Packed unit dimensions (mm): Net weight (kg):

Gross weight (kg):
Connection value (W):
Fuse (A):
Frequency (Hz):
Approval certificates: Length of 
connection cable (cm): Door 
stop:
Storage in case of power failure (h): 
Housing colour/material:
Malfunction warning signal: 
Lockable door:
Number of extracts (pieces):

Number of freezer compartments with flaps (pcs): 
EAN number:
Brand:
International order designation: 
Product category:
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series | 6, Freestanding freezer, 161 x 70 cm, 
white
GSN51DWDP

This increases the device depth by approx. 3.5 cm. The device 
is fully functional without using the spacers, but has a slightly 
higher power consumption.

The NoFrost freezer with A++
+ and FreshSense: saves a lot – protects 
your frozen food with a constant 
freezing temperature.

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES

environment and safety

general information

Assembly

performance and consumption

design

- White doors, white side panels

- Aluminum vertical bar handle

- LED lighting

comfort and safety

- NoFrost - never defrost again!

- Touchcontrol electronics - Electronic temperature control, digitally 
readable

- Active warning system in the event of an impermissible rise in temperature

- Multi-alarm system with memory function, door tone alarm and 
power failure display

- K_SD12Constant temperature through intelligent 
sensor technology

- Easy door opening via air duct system

freezer compartment

- Multi airflow system for optimal and even cold 
distribution

- Ice cube tray with storage container

- safety glass

- 4 transparent freezer drawers, including 1 BigBox

Dimensions

- Device dimensions (H x W x D): 161.0 cm x 70.0 cm x 78.0 cm

Technical information

- Door hinge on the right, changeable

- Height-adjustable feet at the front, castors at the back

- Door opening angle 90°

- Connection value: 120 W

- Rated Voltage: 220-240V

equipment

- 2 x cold pack, 1 x ice cube tray

- Based on the results of the standard test over 24 hours. Actual 
consumption depends on usage/location of the device.

- In order to achieve the declared energy consumption, the 
spacers supplied with the device must be used.
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